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Once
In the artless tree
Lived a bird,
As pure as the silk headscarf of the devout nun
In the grey church
That never slips
Oh, so honest

But the wind blew backwards
One day

Wind, the great malefactor
The furious cry
Raised to the sky
The scream
As weak as the dying
Fireworks
In the black skin hands
Of the poverty stricken child

Once
In the artless tree
Lived a child,
Licit, lawful, sinless
And free
Those Virginal wings
So heavenly was he

But the wind blew backwards
One day
Wind, the great evader  
As cruel as the blackguard  
Of the wide-eyed palace  
In the dark yard  
Of the miscreant king  

The furious cry  
Raised to the sky  
The scream  
As hollow as the howl  
Of the black sheep  
In the deadwoods  

Once  
In the artless tree  
I,  
Waving hands  
Picking the red blood cherries  

I heard the jailbirds wailing, I smiled  
The poor convicts' cry, I smiled  
Prisoners of time clapped, I smiled  

But the wind blew backwards  
That day  

Wind, the great offender  
Like the infidel heretic  
Raised the iced cry  
To the silent sky  

Unheard  
It went unheard  
Voiceless  
It is voiceless
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